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If Rafa Munárriz’s works shaped a written story, it would certainly
be set in a city, a buzzing urban public space with its increasingly
fast exchanges. The story would be fabricated - a fiction of some
sort - but its raw materials and facts would be all about reality.
It’s a hot summer night in Turin, a post-industrial city in the
North-West of Italy. A large crowd of football supporters is
gathered on the main public square where the final match of the
Champions League Juventus - Real Madrid is being live-streamed
on big screens. There are literally all kinds of people, from kids
to hooligans. The collective excitement alternates moments of
religious silence with loud moments of hustle and national choirs.
All of a sudden, people hear a thunderous roar coming from one
side of the square. The crowd panics and absolute chaos takes
over in seconds. The multidirectional streams of running humans
are out of control and, by the end of the night, several people are
injured badly in the city. Nobody knows with certainty what really
happened, but everyone just assumes that a fence fell over and
made a big scary noise. The rest of the barriers, obstructing the
main exit doors, resulted in a tragic outcome.

The Guilty Fence - 3 June 2017

Fences, grids, gates and standardised metal urban objects are to
be found among Rafa Munárriz’s sculptural practice. In the gallery
context, they are elegant and sleek; they float and curl functioning
as reflective surfaces when the light comes through. There is a
certain aesthetical sensibility that defines Rafa Munárriz’s work,
which is similar to the Futurism fascination for acceleration and
speed. However, the objects that the artist chooses to represent
have great physical impact and induce an ambiguous sense of
oppression. With their aerial and mirroring qualities, some of
his works allow for rotation movements in the space and create
poetical choreographies of transit, from light to human bodies.
Nevertheless, those wandering through the space soon become
aware of the actual weight of the material - galvanised steel with patterns (be it grids, bricks or waves) that result in new
partitions of the show. Some sculptures react to the architecture
of the gallery, with its traditional arches and vaults, and lead to
an open curve creating a passage. The undulation of the material
hypnotically invites to be explored, but those venturing into the
arches find themselves squeezed in a claustrophobic tunnel. The
artist treats big blocks of aluminium in a similar way, squashing the
material between different kinds of fences and generating a sense
of «spatial stiffness».
All the objects are chronicles of the city and its fluxes. When
employed in the
urban milieu, they delimit and define what’s public or private,
hinder antisocial behaviour and control circulation for the sake
of safety. Their power is not majestic and vertical as that of the
national buildings of the capitalistic city; their power is rather
soft and camouflaged in the urban dirt instead, with a diffused
horizontal authority. The notions of verticality and horizontality,
often altered, become evident in Rafa Munárriz’s work, as the
artist uses them both conceptually and in the choice of spatial
arrangement. This is the case of works such as Vertical Path, a
reproduction of the numbers typically used in the 1950s to mark
the floors of fancy buildings in San Paolo, or Reverse Pavement, a
composition of rubber tiles with an abstract pattern resulting from
organised footprints left by the sole of some sneakers.

All of a sudden, in the show, another thunderous roar!
It’s the sound of a video screened horizontally on the ceiling. The
viewers look up and find themselves observing the clouds captured
by a camera fixed on the roof of a racing car driving at full speed.
The filmed sky and the clouds create a sense of relief. Again
though, it doesn’t feel quite right. It’s a circuit, a rush, another fixed
movement and a controlled circulation.
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